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Le Ryad
"Moroccan Charm"

by Booking.com

+33 491 47 7454

Situated in the heart of the city, Le Ryad offers a mesmerizing stay close
to the city's Old Port. The Moroccan-inspired accommodation offers fullyfurnished guestrooms with modish comforts like WiFi connectivity and en
suite showers, along with some rustic décor accents. Its traditional
restaurant serves up staple Moroccan fare, while a tea bar proffers
Moroccan desserts, fruit shakes and mint tea. The majestic Saint Vincent
de Paul Church can be found a short walk away from this elegant abode.
www.leryad.fr/

contact@leryad.fr

16 rue Sénac de Meilhan,
Marsella

Saint-Louis Hotel
"In the Heart of the City"
A good addition to this wonderful city, the Hôtel Saint-Louis is a jewel of
sorts. It has a great rustic facade with a very Mediterranean look and feel
to it. Well located this hotel has it all great amenities and excellent
services which makes its guests want to come back for more. There are
also a number of shops, markets and attractions nearby.
by Booking.com

+33 4 91 54 0274

www.hotel-st-louis.com/

info@hotel-st-louis.com

2 Rue des Recollettes,
Marsella

Mama Shelter Marseille
"A Notch Above Ordinary"

by Booking.com

+33 825 00 6262

This hotel offers a unique, modern design by Philippe Starck and all rooms
are equipped with free Wi-Fi and a 27” iMac. It is situated in the
fashionable 6th district of Marseille, a 7-minute walk from Metro NotreDame du Mont – Cours Julien, and a 15-minute metro ride from
Velodrome Stadium. Each individually decorated room also features a
minibar and a flat-screen TV with a selection of free films. All rooms have
a private bathroom with a shower, hairdryer and free toiletries. Mama
Shelter's restaurant features a patio where guests can enjoy
contemporary Mediterranean cuisine. A buffet breakfast is also available.
Guests can enjoy a pastis bar in the patio. The hotel has a 24-hour front
desk and a shop selling Mama Shelter products. Table football for up to 8
players is available in the shared lounge. It is 25 km from Marseille
Provence International Airport and a 10-minute metro ride from Marseille
Saint-Charles Train Station.
www.mamashelter.com/en/marseill
e/

64 rue de la Loubière, Marsella

by Booking.com

Edmond Rostand Hotel
"Family Feeling"
With its great location, the Edmond Rostand Hotel is the best thing that
could happen to this charming neighborhood. With comfortable rooms
and very friendly staff, your stay here is bound to be comfortable and you
will definitely take back something from it. Perfect for families, this place
is closely located to attractions such as the Parc Chanot and the
Prefecture.
+33 4 9137 7495

www.hoteledmondrostand
.com/

info@hoteledmondrostand.
com

31 Rue Dragon, Marsella

Péron Hotel
"Hotel Opposite the Sea"

by Bryce Edwards

+33 4 91 31 0141

This hotel has a special charm, Located on the coastal road, looking out
over the sea and Ile du Château d'If, each room of the Hôtel Péron evokes
an unknown place, a faraway land. The emphasis here is on authenticity
rather than modernity. Reception staff are particularly helpful, and if you
venture just across the street, you'll find an absolute shrine to
bouillabaisse (fish soup) at Chez Péron.
www.hotelperon.com/

119 Corniche du Président John
Fitzgerald Kennedy, Marsella

Le Petit Nice Passédat
"Luxury Hotel on the Coast Road"

by TouN

+33 4 9159 2592

Perched on the rocks of Malmousque cove, this impressive white villa is
paradise found on the southern edge of the city. A favorite hideaway for
the world's rich and famous, its simply yet exquisitely decorated rooms
look out over the Mediterranean and its glorious sunsets. As an alternative
to Petit Nice Passédat's seawater swimming pool, a short walk through
the hotel's pretty gardens leading down to the seashore takes you to the
public beach situated just below the hotel. Renowned for its finely
prepared cuisine and creative menu, the hotel's prestigious restaurant
provides the perfect setting for that special lunch or dinner date.
www.petitnicepassedat.com/

contact@passedat.fr

Anse de Maldormé, Corniche
J.F. Kennedy, Marsella
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